
eduSOC Managed Services
Security Managed Services for Education Institutions

OCG’s eduSOC Managed Services helps 
education institutions stay on top of evolving 
security challenges to protect identities, data, 
endpoints, infrastructure, and networks.

These challenges often include:

 ■ Monitoring security for internal and external users, 
including students, faculty, staff, alumni, and retirees. 

 ■ Managing complex role assignments, including dual 
roles

 ■ Application and device management and security
 ■ Protecting identities and preventing phishing 
 ■ Addressing rapid account turnover and subsequent 
stale accounts

 ■ Limited IT resources
Institutions need to protect student, staff, and restricted 
data while ensuring productivity. These challenges are 
often compounded by remote learning and insider 
threats from non-savvy users.

Alleviate Burden and Mitigate Risk

Managed services from OCG can help your institution 
improve your security posture and prevent future 
breaches.

 ■ Additional resources from OCG can ensure security 
alerts are addressed without hiring new employees

 ■ Gain visibility with a unified view of security incidents
 ■ Get experienced resources at a lower cost
 ■ Enable more identity and security workloads with the 
added coverage and knowledge from OCG consultants

We work with our customers to understand your priorities 
and goals. Our managed services can help maintain 
and evolve your IT processes to improve your security 
posture. 

Improve your institution’s security posture with 
24/7 monitoring and threat remediation across 

your IT infrastructure.

What is eduSOC?

OCG leverages Microsoft identity and security solutions 
and our extensive experience working with education 
institutions to help our customers address pervasive and 
evolving cyber threats.
Collect data at cloud scale - across all users, devices, 
applications, and infrastructures, both on-premises and in 
multiple clouds.
Detect previously uncovered threats and minimize 
false positives using analytics and unparalleled threat 
intelligence with Microsoft Sentinel and Microsoft’s 
Defender suite.
Investigate threats with AI and hunt suspicious activities 
at scale, leveraging Microsoft’s trusted cybersecurity 
solutions.
Respond to incidents rapidly with built-in orchestration 
and automation of routine tasks.

Why choose Oxford Computer Group?

We have specialized in Microsoft identity solutions for 
nearly two decades and have been helping education 
customers implement and improve identity and security 
solutions for just as long.
We are a member of the Microsoft Intelligence Security 
Association (MISA) and are a 2024 finalist for Identity 
Trailblazer in the Microsoft Security Excellence awards. 
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